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Abstract
This study integrated functional connectivity measures using resting-state fMRI and
behavioral data from a single-case observation of patient (PER) one year after righthemispheric hemorrhage in the intraparietal sulcus and superior parietal lobule (IPS/SPL). PER
showed no sign of clinical neglect. Her behavioral performance in the visuo-manual pointing
task and in the letter discrimination task under conditions of endogenous and exogenous
attentional cueing was compared between the left (affected) and right (unaffected/control)
peripheral visual fields. The resting-state fMRI demonstrated an imbalance between the right
and left hemispheric frontoparietal functional connectivity within the dorsal attentional and
motor networks. Although the frontal and occipital cortices were not structurally damaged,
specific fronto-occipital functional connectivity was imbalanced, which was strongly
associated with the behavioral changes. First, the activity in the right frontal eye field showed
weaker correlations with the activity in the right inferior occipital area compared to the
correlation with the activity in the left inferior occipital area. This imbalanced fronto-occipital
functional connectivity was accompanied by a specific impairment in endogenous covert
attention in the left visual field. Second, the activity within M1 in both hemispheres showed
weaker correlations with the activity of the right cuneus compared to the correlation with the
activity in the left cuneus. The imbalanced fronto-occipital functional connectivity was
associated with the impairment of the reaching movement of the left and right hands towards
the left visual field (optic ataxia). Altogether, our results showed that a lesion to the posterior
parietal cortex affects the relationship between distal regions underlying the sensorimotor
and attentional abilities.
Keywords
Optic ataxia; resting-state fMRI; frontoparietal networks; fronto-occipital networks;
endogenous attention; exogenous attention

1. Introduction
Covert attention facilitates the perception of peripheral visual field stimuli and relies on topdown modulation of areas by frontoparietal attentional networks within the occipitotemporal visual
stream dedicated to object recognition. For example, pre-saccadic attentional facilitation involves a
functional network within which the frontal eye fields (FEFs) modulate activity in the inferior
occipital area V4 [1-8]. Two main frontoparietal attentional networks have been described, the
dorsal network and the ventral network. The dorsal frontoparietal attentional network - (DAN) [9,
10] is bilateral and includes the FEFs and regions of the intraparietal sulcus and the superior parietal
lobule (IPS/SPL). The ventral frontoparietal attentional network - (VAN) [9, 10] is restricted to the
right hemisphere and includes two frontal regions, the medial frontal gyri (MFG) and the inferior
frontal gyri (IFG), as well as a parietal region known as the supramarginal gyrus (SMG), which is a
part of the temporoparietal junction (TPJ). Attentional disorders, for example, clinical spatial neglect,
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have been associated with lesions in the right TPJ (VAN) [11, 12] but not with exclusive lesions in
the IPS/SPL (DAN). Instead, clinical examination of patients with IPS/SPL lesions often reveals optic
ataxia, a neurological deficit in which patients have no primary perceptual or motor deficits but
present difficulties in responding to objects in the contralesional peripheral visual field [13-20], and
in fast visuomotor transformations known to depend on interactions between the occipito-parietal
region and the dorsal premotor and primary motor cortices (e.g., [21-30]). Interestingly, close
examination of patients with focal IPS/SPL lesions and without clinical neglect syndrome, for
example, by using briefly flashed stimuli, sometimes reveals attentional difficulties in the form of
sub-clinical visual detection and discrimination deficits that are specific to covert endogenous
orienting in the contralesional peripheral visual field [31-36].
According to the classical neuropsychological approach, the site of structural damage is
associated with a clinical behavioral deficit [37]. By complementing this approach with functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), it is possible to better understand the consequences of the
structural damage at the level of brain networks [38]. This is particularly interesting because
structural damage to a different node of a network can have different functional consequences on
the rest of the network, and these consequences are not necessarily reciprocal. For example, a study
found that damage to the right inferior frontoparietal regions (VAN) induced an interhemispheric
imbalance within the DAN that affected the patient’s attentional performance [39]. Thus, a focal
lesion within the posterior parietal cortex can have functional consequences on other structurally
intact parietal regions. Conversely, another study [34] showed that unilateral damage to the right
IPS/SPL (DAN) did not alter the resting-state connectivity of the right inferior frontoparietal regions
(VAN). However, a focal lesion within the posterior parietal cortex might have functional
consequences on the interaction between other non-damaged nodes of the attentional or
sensorimotor network, such as affecting the functional relationship between the structurally intact
frontal and occipital regions. Determining the effect of lesions in the posterior parietal cortex on the
sensorimotor and attentional abilities and the activity within brain networks is thus important.
Previously, we documented a lesion in the IPS/SPL region in a patient (PER), with optic ataxia in
the left (contralesional) visual field and no clinical neglect [18]. Here, we report the exogenous and
endogenous covert attentional abilities of the patient and the resting-state functional connectivity.
All tests were performed in the same week as those that were performed to assess the visuomotor
abilities reported by Blangero et al. [18]. Brain networks underlying specific functions, such as
attention (DAN/VAN) or sensorimotor integration, can be identified at rest in the absence of any
explicit task or stimuli by measuring the temporal correlation - (functional connectivity) - of the
blood oxygenation level-dependent signal using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI; [4042]). We assessed the integrity of the brain networks underlying attentional and sensorimotor
integration and determined the relationship between the integrity of these networks and the
patient’s attentional and visuomotor behavior. We assessed potential proximal effects of the lesion
by examining the functional connectivity at rest between frontal regions and the preserved,
perilesional part of the parietal cortex. Additionally, we assessed potential distal effects by
examining the functional connectivity of specific fronto-occipital interactions related to visuomotor
and attentional deficits displayed by the patient at rest.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Case Report
Patient PER, a right-handed female, was 70 years old when she suffered a hemorrhagic stroke in
the right hemisphere. At the time of the examination (one year after the stroke), we performed
anatomical MRI, resting-state fMRI, and behavioral examinations. The occipital, temporal, and
frontal lobes, as well as the postcentral gyrus, were largely unaffected. The lesion (bottom-right
panel of Figure 1) involved the posterior parietal cortex and, more specifically, the IPS/SPL region
(see 18). The lesion extended into the deep white matter and included parts of the angular and the
supramarginal gyri but spared most of the temporoparietal junction (TPJ: yellow area, stimulusdriven attention network on the figure adapted from Corbetta and Shulman [43], the bottomcenter panel of Figure 1). Patient PER transiently showed a visual neglect syndrome in the acute
phase. While testing in the chronic phase, the patient exhibited optic ataxia when using either hand
in her left visual field (field effect) and with her left hand in both hemifields (hand effect) but showed
no signs of apraxia or clinical neglect during standard neuropsychological tests (cancellation and
drawing tasks, [18]).

Figure 1 Anatomical localization of patient PER’s lesion. The bottom-right figure
illustrates a lateral view of the cortical surface with PER’s lesion shown in black (T1
anatomical MRI). The colored parts superimposed on it in the image above represent
regions of the parietal cortex based on the automated anatomical labeling (AAL)
parcellation [44] (Parietal_Superior: cyan; Parietal_Inferior: dark blue; SupraMarginal:
yellow; Angular: green; Precuneus: red). The white insert (bottom-left) shows the
posterior parietal cortex of the dorsal stream (according to Milner and Goodale [15, 17]),
the Dorsal and Ventral Attentional networks (according to Corbetta and Shulman [43]),
and the cortical areas damaged due to spatial neglect (according to Corbetta and
Shulman [43]). The images at the top illustrate PER’s lesion (outlined by a white dotted
line) mapped on the AAL parcellation (colored areas) on coronal sections from posterior
to anterior parts of the parietal lobe (left to right).
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2.2 Behavioral Procedures
2.2.1 Experiment 1: Reaching during Fixation (Pro-Reaching)
Details of the apparatus, procedure, and the data for this task are published in Blangero et al.
[18] (see Figure 2A for an illustration of the experiment). Briefly, each trial began with the
illumination of the starting position of the hand at the bottom of the tactile screen. Upon detection
of the correct position of the hand on the screen, an eccentric fixation point (white cross) appeared.
Six fixation positions were relative the screen, aligned horizontally (at 30°, 25°, 20° left and 20°, 25°,
30° right). After the system detected that the eyes were at the correct position and remained there
for 500 ms, a reaching target (closed white circle) was illuminated for 800 ms at the centre of the
screen. Patient PER was asked to maintain gaze on the fixation position during the presentation of
the peripheral reaching target. The target was then extinguished. After a 500 ms delay, the heard
an auditory tone, which indicated that she had to reach to the remembered target position while
maintaining fixation. There were five repetitions per target position. The target locations were
randomly presented across the six possible locations. The mean and the confidence ellipse (95%) of
the movement endpoints were computed for each target position in the right and left visual fields
(Figure 2).

Figure 2 Illustration of the pro-reaching task (reaching to peripheral targets while
keeping the eyes on a central fixation cross) and 2D illustration of PER’s reaching
endpoints while pointing with her right (ipsilesional) hand to target locations symbolized
by black squares. Each movement endpoint (empty circles), the mean endpoint (filled
circles), and the 95% confidence ellipses are shown for each target position in the right
and left visual fields (adapted from Blangero and colleagues, [18]).
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2.2.2 Experiment 2: Letter Discrimination Tasks (See Figure 3).
Endogenous and exogenous covert attention conditions were defined according as per Chica et
al. [45]. For the trials with the endogenous condition, we used the experimental setup that was used
to assess another patient reported in Blangero et al. [32] (Figure 3). Briefly, five target locations
were presented as symbols of “8” on both sides of a central visual fixation point for a random period
between 1 and 2 s. Eye position was monitored online using eye-tracker recordings (Cambridge
Research System, Rochester, UK. Frequency: 250Hz) and patient PER kept her eyes on the fixation
point throughout the task. If a saccade was initiated, the trial was automatically replayed. While the
eyes were fixated, a central cue - (green arrow) - was presented for 150 ms, which indicated the
location (green) and the direction (left or right) of the target. The target letter always appeared at
the green position (8° eccentricity) in the left or the right visual field (the presentation side was
randomized). The target letter was presented for 250 ms and then masked by the reappearance of
the “8” symbols. The directional central cue always indicated the upcoming target location correctly.
At the end of each trial, the subject was asked to press one of two buttons (with no time constraints)
to indicate whether the letter presented was E or inverted-E (two-alternative forced-choice
paradigm). The trials with the exogenous condition used a similar setup as those with the
endogenous condition, except that the cue was peripheral and not central. The position of the green
cue (8°eccentricity) was flashed for 150 ms in either the left or the right visual field, which indicated
the location of the upcoming target for all trials.
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Figure 3 Letter discrimination tasks. Top panel: Illustration of the two experimental
conditions. The green cues were always active (8° eccentricity) either in the right or the
left visual field. The exogenous cue consisted of a peripheral green flash on one side
( shown here with diagonal lines, representing the location of the green flash in the right
hemifield). The endogenous cue consisted of a green central arrow that informed the
target location through direction and color. In both conditions, the letter E was flashed
for 250 ms in regular or inverted orientation at the location of the cue, surrounded by
flankers that also changed from a symbol of “8” to either “2” or “5” for 250 ms. After
250 ms, all symbols were masked by the reappearance of the “8” symbols. Bottom panel:
PER’s performance in the letter discrimination task, presented in the visual periphery at
8° eccentricity in the left and right visual fields under conditions of peripheral
(exogenous) versus central (endogenous) cueing.
Patient PER participated in 60 trials across four sessions for both the exogenous and endogenous
conditions, starting with two sessions of the exogenous condition followed by two sessions of the
endogenous condition on the first day. On the second day, the order of presentation of the trials
was reversed, but the number of trials and sessions was the same. The accuracy, or the percentage
of correct letter discrimination, was computed based on 120 trials per condition (central
cueing/endogenous - or peripheral cueing/exogenous) and side (left - or right). Chi- squared tests
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were performed to determine whether the accuracy was above the level of chance (50%) with alpha
= 0.001.
2.3 Imaging Procedures
Imaging data were collected on a 3T Philips scanner. A spoiled GRASS sequence was used to
obtain an anatomical scan; the in-plane resolution was 0.5 × 0.5 mm and the slice thickness was 0.9
mm. A gradient echo sequence (TR = 3s; 1.8 × 1.8 × 6 mm; 157TRs) was used to obtain a functional
run from the whole brain while PER was resting in the dark (with no music); she was allowed to close
her eyes. Data were preprocessed using the AFNI software [46].
2.3.1 Anatomical Scan and Determination of the Extent of the Lesion
The anatomical scan of the patient was co-registered with the automated anatomical labeling
(AAL) parcellation [44]. The AAL is a digital human brain atlas with 90 labeled volumes. A mask was
manually drawn around the site of the lesion. As shown for the coronal MRI slices overlaid on the
AAL atlas (top panels of Figure 1), the lesion occurred in the superior parietal lobule (SPL-according
to the AAL atlas, marked in - cyan; 74% of voxels within the region labeled as “parietal superior”
were damaged) and the intra-parietal sulcus (IPL-in the AAL atlas, - marked in dark blue; 54% of
voxels within the region labeled “parietal inferior” were damaged), corresponding to the IPS/SPL
region of the DAN (blue area in the figure; the network for goal-directed attention from Corbetta
and Shulman [43] is reproduced at the bottom- center of Figure 1). The lesion extended into the
deep white matter and the regions labeled angular gyrus (in the AAL atlas, - marked in green; 65%
of voxels within the region were damaged), supramarginal gyrus (in the AAL atlas, - marked in yellow;
34% of voxels within the region were damaged) and precuneus (in the AAL atlas, - marked in red;
21% of voxels within the region were damaged). The parieto-occipital sulcus, which includes the
human homolog of V6A [30], was spared.
2.3.2 Resting-State Functional Connectivity Networks
The preprocessing pipeline of the functional run included despiking, motion correction, and
temporal filtering to extract the spontaneous, slowly fluctuating brain activity (0.01 - 0.1 Hz). The
functional data were then realigned to the anatomical data and registered on the TT_ ICBM452
template using the 'lpa' cost function implemented in AFNI. Nuisance variables, such as the six
parameter estimates for head motion, as well as the cerebrospinal fluid and white matter signals,
were removed by performing a linear regression analysis based on the tissue probability maps
created from the patient's anatomical scans using the FAST toolbox [47]. The regression analysis
included a manually drawn mask around the lesion to exclude the voxels that were a part of the
lesion. Spatial smoothing was performed with an 8-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel and was applied to
the output of the regression.
2.3.3 Frontoparietal and Fronto-Occipital Functional Connectivity: Attentional and Motor Networks
We used a seed-based approach to measure the functional connectivity of specific welldocumented fronto-occipital relationships within and between the hemispheres, as well as the
functional connectivity profiles within the dorsal and ventral frontoparietal attentional and motor
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networks. We selected seeds of 1 voxel within the frontal cortex and used the AAL parcellation [44]
to obtain their correlation scores with parietal and occipital subdivisions. The 1-voxel seeds included
the signal from neighboring (particularly in-plane) voxels due to the low resolution of the functional
images and the particular spatial smoothing filter applied.
Frontal Seed Selection. For the attentional networks, we selected four 1-voxel seeds (two each
for VAN and DAN) based on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates published by Fox
et al. [48]. DAN: right and left Frontal Eye Field (FEFr: x = 22, y = -4, z = 52; FEFl; x = -25, y = -9, z =
51) and VAN: right Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFGr; x = 46, y = 38, z = 3) and right Middle Frontal Gyrus
(MFGr; x = 36, y = 37, z = 28).
For the motor networks, we selected four 1-voxel seeds (two within the primary motor cortex
and two within the supplementary motor area) based on the MNI coordinates published by Grefkes
et al. [49]. The right and left M1 (M1r; x = 37, y = -24, z = 56; M1 l; x = -37, y = -24, z = 56) within the
right and left “postcentral” regions, according to the AAL atlas; right SMA (SMAr; x = 4, y = 2, z = 55)
and left SMA (SMAl; x = -5, y = -12, z = 55) within the left and right “paracentral” lobules according
to the AAL atlas.
Parietal and Occipital Region Selection. Five regions of the posterior parietal cortex were included
in the analysis based on the AAL subdivision and comprised the superior and inferior parietal lobules
(SPL, IPL), the angular, and supramarginal gyri (ANG, SMG), and the precuneus. According to the AAL
subdivision, the ANG and SMG correspond to the TPJ (VAN stimulus-driven network), while the SPL
and IPL correspond to the goal-directed attention network DAN [43]. Voxels that overlapped with
the site of the lesion in the images of the right hemisphere were excluded from all analyses. To
assess the potential proximal effects of the parietal lesion, we examined the functional connectivity
at rest between each of the eight 1-voxel frontal seeds and the five parietal regions, some of which
were perilesional. The final number of voxels included in these analyses is reported in the table
included in Figure 4. Furthermore, we added two regions of the occipital cortex in the analysis,
which included the Inferior Occipital region and the Cuneus, based on the AAL subdivision. We
included the Inferior Occipital region because the MNI coordinates of the human homolog of V4 [6],
known to be functionally associated with the FEF for attentional facilitation, were located in this
region according to the AAL atlas. The Cuneus was included because the MNI coordinates of the
human homolog of V6A [30], known to be functionally linked to dorsal premotor and motor cortices
for direct visuomotor transformations, were located between this region and the precuneus
according to the AAL atlas. To determine the potential distal effects of the parietal lesion, we
examined the functional connectivity at rest between each of the eight 1-voxel frontal seeds and
the two occipital regions. The final number of voxels included in these analyses is reported in the
table included in Figure 5.
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Figure 4 Frontoparietal functional connectivity. Table: Shown are the mean correlation
scores between the AAL parietal parcellation regions as per Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. [44],
and the eight frontal seeds selected for the attention network based on the study by Fox
et al. [48] and for the motor network based on Grefkes et al. [49]. Underlined values
indicate correlations that are significantly different from zero. Values in bold indicate
that the two hemispheres show significant differences for the correlation between the
seed and the AAL region, e.g., the right and left Superior Parietal regions show significant
differences for the correlation between the FEF left seed and the AAL region. Diagrams:
Shown are the parieto-frontal correlations for the left and right posterior parietal
regions (left hemisphere: solid lines; right hemisphere: dashed lines).
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Figure 5 Fronto-occipital functional connectivity. Table: Shown are the correlation
scores between the AAL occipital parcellation regions and the eight frontal seeds.
Underlined values indicate correlations that are significantly different from zero. Values
in bold indicate the two hemispheres have significant differences for the correlation
between the seed and AAL region. Diagrams: Top left panel: Shown are the correlations
between the frontal seeds of the attentional network and the left (open bars) or right
(solid bars) inferior occipital gyrus. Top right panel: Pictorial representation of the
strength of the correlation between the left and right FEFs and the left and right inferior
occipital gyrus. Thicker lines indicate stronger correlations. Bottom left panel: Shown
are the correlations between the frontal seeds of the motor network and the left (open
bars) or right (solid bars) cuneus. Bottom right panel: Pictorial representation of the
correlation strength between the left and right M1s and the left and right cuneus.
Thicker lines indicate stronger correlations. For the left top and bottom panels, bar plots
represent mean (+SD)
To minimize the risk of including the information regarding damaged tissue in the final analysis,
a mask was manually drawn around the site of the lesion, identifiable from the patient’s anatomical
scan. Additionally, the lesion mask was included in the regression analysis while determining the
correlation. Despite these precautions, it is possible that some damaged tissue, undetected in the
anatomical scan, was included in the analysis.
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2.4 Correlations
We computed the correlation maps (based on Pearson's correlation test) for each of the eight
frontal seeds with the parietal (n = 5) and occipital (n = 2) regions described in the previous section.
To determine the proximal effect of the right parietal lesion on the frontoparietal connectivity, we
used unpaired t-tests to compare the correlation scores between a specific frontal seed and all the
voxels in each posterior parietal AAL parcellation region in the left and right hemispheres. To
determine the distal effect of the right parietal lesion on the fronto-occipital connectivity, we used
unpaired t-tests to compare the correlation scores between a specific frontal seed and all the voxels
in each occipital AAL parcellation region in the left and right hemispheres. For the attentional
network, we were particularly interested in the well- characterized functional interaction between
the FEF (DAN) and the inferior occipital gyrus. The functional connectivity between the right IFG and
MFG seeds (VAN) and the inferior occipital gyrus was included as a control condition. For the motor
networks, we focused on the well- characterized functional interaction between M1 and the cuneus
during visuomotor tasks and determined the correlation between the SMA seeds and the cuneus as
a control.
The alpha value was set to 0.001, and Bonferroni correction was incorporated into the analysis
to account for the number of tests performed (168); the p-value threshold for all correlations was
set at 0.001/168=5.9 × 10-6.
3. Results
3.1 Behavioral Results
3.1.1 Experiment 1: Reaching during Fixation
As illustrated in Figure 2, patient PER exhibited left optic ataxia, characterized by large
hypometric errors when pointing to visual targets within the left (contralesional) visual field (2.92
±0.73 cm), compared to the pointing errors for the right visual field (0.87 ±0.20 cm). These data
have been published [18].
3.1.2 Experiment 2: Letter Discrimination Tasks
The percentage of correct choices made by the patient for the letter discrimination under
exogenous and endogenous conditions is presented in the bottom panel of Figure 3. Chi-square
tests revealed that the accuracy was at the chance level only for targets briefly flashed within the
left (contralesional) visual field with an endogenous cue (45.9%). A one-sided Fischer’s Exact test
showed that the left/right distribution of accuracies significantly depended on the
exogenous/endogenous condition (Odds Ratio = 1.59 [0.93; 2.75], p < 0.05). PER discriminated the
left (contralesional) targets in the covert endogenous attention condition less accurately than the
right targets; the discrimination accuracy for left targets was similar to chance levels (50%) while
the discrimination accuracy for right targets was above chance levels. In the covert exogenous
attention condition, PER showed similar performance in both visual fields, which was higher than
the discrimination accuracy at chance levels.
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3.2 Functional Connectivity at Rest
3.2.1 Frontoparietal Functional Connectivity
The mean correlation strength between the eight frontal seeds and the five parietal regions is
shown in Figure 4. Since voxels overlapping with the right parietal lesion were excluded from the
analysis, a weak correlation between frontal seeds and right perilesional parietal regions was
interpreted as a proximal effect of the structural lesion. The spared voxels of the right SPL and the
right ANG were affected by the proximal extension of the lesion. The perilesional activity of the right
SPL and the right ANG was weakly correlated with all frontal seeds (not significantly different from
zero or negative, see table in figure 4). The perilesional activity of the AAL region, labeled right IPL
(corresponding to the IPS), showed weak correlations with the activity of the most dorsal frontal
seeds (correlation strengths with the left and right M1s and the right FEF were not significantly
different from zero, p > 10-6 for all correlations) but showed strong correlations with the activity of
frontal VAN seeds (MFG and IFG in the right hemisphere). In contrast, the perilesional activity of the
right precuneus and the right SMG showed significant correlations with all frontal seeds (all
correlation strengths significantly different from zero, p < 10-6 for all correlations). Furthermore, the
strength of the correlation of the right SMG with all attentional and motor seeds (except left M1)
was significantly higher than the correlation of their left counterpart (p < 10-6 for all correlations).
To summarize, the left FEF was functionally connected to the left IPS/SPL (corresponding to the
SPL and IPL regions of the AAL atlas). In contrast, the lesion in the right hemisphere disrupted the
functional correlation between the right FEF and the right IPS/SPL. These results were similar to
those reported previously [48]. The activity of the IFG and MFG was strongly correlated with that of
the SMG within the right hemisphere, despite the presence of a proximal lesion in the other parts
of the right parietal cortex. Their activity was also strongly correlated with the IPL (bilaterally) and,
surprisingly, with the left intact SPL. These results were also similar to those reported previously
[48].
To determine whether the leftward asymmetry of functional connectivity found mainly between
the frontal seeds and the SPL was specific to this region, we performed paired t-tests and compared
the mean correlation scores between 18 frontal AAL areas of the left hemisphere and seven AAL
parietal areas of the left and right hemispheres (n = 126; t(125) = -0.27 ; p = 0.79) to the scores
between 18 frontal AAL areas of the right hemisphere and seven AAL parietal areas of the left and
right hemispheres (n = 126 ; t(125) = -0.47 ; p = 0.64). The results confirmed the absence of a global
left asymmetry in the frontoparietal functional connectivity and revealed a specific disruption of the
functional relationship between the dorsal part of the right posterior parietal cortex and the dorsal
frontal seeds.
3.2.2 Fronto-Occipital Functional Connectivity
For the fronto-occipital functional connectivity, the underlined values in the table of Figure 5
indicate correlations that are significantly different from zero. Values in bold indicate that the
correlation between the seed and the AAL region is significantly different from the correlation
between the seed and the AAL region in the other hemisphere.
For the attentional networks (DAN and VAN; Figure 5, - top row and table), we investigated the
fronto-occipital functional connectivity by comparing the correlation strengths between the right
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and left hemispheres of all four attentional frontal seeds with the inferior occipital region-, which is
involved in attentional processes [6]. The frontal seeds for the VAN, IFG, and MFG of the right
hemisphere, were functionally correlated to the left and right inferior occipital region equally (ps >
10-6). In contrast, the correlation between the right FEF (DAN) and the activity of the left inferior
occipital region was stronger than that between the right FEF and the right inferior occipital region
(p < 10-6).
For the motor networks (Figure 5, - bottom row and table), we investigated the fronto-occipital
functional connectivity by comparing the correlation scores between the right and left hemispheres
of all four motor frontal seeds with the cuneus, - which was the region spared by the lesion and
limited by the parieto-occipital sulcus, and includes the human homolog of V6A (associated with
reaching) [30]. We found that the correlation between the left and right M1 with the activity of the
left cuneus was stronger than the correlation between both M1 with the activity of the right cuneus
(p < 10-6); however, no asymmetry was found for the correlations with the left and right SMA (p >
10-6).
To summarize, the fronto-occipital connectivity pattern found in this study showed strong
associations with the specific behavioral deficit of endogenous attention and arm reaching
movements of our patient. We found that 1) the right FEF showed significantly stronger correlations
with the left inferior occipital region than with the right inferior occipital region, while such strength
asymmetries were absent for the correlations with the right MFG or the right IFG, and 2) the M1
regions showed significantly stronger correlations with the left cuneus than with the right cuneus,
while such strength asymmetries were absent for the correlations with the left and right SMAs.
4. Discussion
The parietal cortex plays an important role in multisensory spatial integration and visuomotor
control [50-52], as well as in attentional facilitation by directly interacting with the peripheral field
representations of the inferior occipitotemporal cortex [32, 53, 54]. A focal IPS/SPL stroke could
therefore explain the concomitant visuomotor and visuo-attentional deficits in our patient PER.
Additionally, since the brain is organized into a set of widely distributed and functionally
interconnected networks, a focal stroke, - for example, in the IPS/SPL of optic ataxia patients, - could
induce proximal and distal dysfunction in structurally intact regions that are functionally related to
the damaged area. Optic ataxia has frequently been described as arising from an occipitofrontal
disconnection between visual processing systems and motor regions [55-58], and lesions in the
parietal cortex were shown to cancel pre-saccadic attentional facilitation; thus, suggesting that the
functional relationship between the FEF and V4, characterized in the macaque, might operate via
the parietal cortex.
Brain networks related to specific functions, such as attention (DAN/VAN) or sensorimotor
integration, can be studied using resting-state fMRI [40-42]. For example, using resting-state fMRI,
Corbetta et al. [39] showed that structural damage to the right TPJ (VAN) produces a virtual lesion
of the IPS/SPL regions within the DAN in the same (right) hemisphere. Conversely, Gillebert et al.
[34] concluded that structural damage to the right IPS/SPL (DAN) has no reciprocal proximal effect
on the VAN as it does not affect the strength of the main inter-and intra-hemispheric connectivity
of the right TPJ. The results of the present behavioral and resting-state fMRI study of a single case
of optic ataxia indicated the absence of reciprocal proximal effects since, in our patient, the activity
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of the SMG (including right TPJ) was highly correlated with right MFG and IFG activity. The two
frontal seeds were also highly correlated with the activity in the left and right inferior occipital
regions. The activity pattern was found to be well-associated with the ability of PER to orient her
attention and respond to peripheral exogenous cues in both the left and right visual fields.
Regarding the behavioral trials, our results were similar to those found by McIntosh et al. [59],
i.e., following a right posterior parietal lesion in the IPS/SPL region, the patient showed concomitant
and related reaching and perceptual deficits. More specifically, in her left contralesional visual field,
patient PER exhibited both reaching and endogenous attention deficits. Consequently, we showed
that the IPS/SPL lesion specifically affected the integrity of the dorsal visuomotor and dorsal
attentional networks, directly, as well as, via indirect effects on the interaction between M1 and
V6A (within the parieto-occipital sulcus, at the anterior limit of the Cuneus), and between FEF and
V4 (within Inferior occipital gyrus), respectively. The activity within the dorsal visuomotor and dorsal
attention networks was previously assessed in the healthy brain using resting-state fMRI. These are
typically described as bilateral networks without any apparent asymmetry [48, 49, 60-64]. This
contrasts with the pattern of functional connectivity that we found for the dorsal visuomotor and
dorsal attention networks in PER, which were strongly asymmetrical. Specifically, the functional
connectivity of the right FEF (DAN) and the left and right M1 seeds (dorsal visuomotor network)
were strongly biased toward the left hemisphere, not only for the parietal regions - (because the
right IPS/SPL region was structurally damaged) - but also for the ventral and dorsal occipital regions.
Within the attentional networks, the lesion in the right parietal cortex disrupted the integrity of
the frontoparietal functional connectivity such that the activity of both the left and right FEF showed
stronger correlations with the activity of the intact left IPS/SPL region. This connectivity pattern
might explain the patient’s bias toward the right hemifield in the letter discrimination task with the
endogenous condition. The association between the right FEF and the inferior occipital cortices (that
include the human homolog of V4, 6) was also asymmetrical, - even though the occipital cortex in
both the hemispheres was structurally spared. Previously, electrophysiological studies in monkeys
demonstrated a functional link between FEF and V4 during perceptual tasks involving covert shifts
in attention [1-4, 6, 8], especially endogenous attention [7]. Thus, the biased functional association
of the right FEF (DAN) with the inferior occipital cortex of the left hemisphere in PER could also
explain the difference in the patient's discrimination abilities in the letter discrimination task
between the two hemifields under endogenous conditions, wherein, PER performed better in the
right visual field. Conversely, the patient's performance between hemifields was similar under
exogenous conditions, which was probably related to similar correlation strengths between the
frontal seeds of the VAN (right IFG and right MFG) and the left and right inferior occipital cortices.
Within the motor network, the lesion in the right parietal cortex disrupted the integrity of the
frontoparietal functional connectivity such that the activity of both the left and right M1 showed
stronger correlations with the activity in the intact left SPL and ANG. We examined the effect of the
parietal lesion on the functional connectivity between the left and right M1 and the cuneus regions
to better understand the neural functional network underlying the direct visuomotor
transformations of the reaching behavior, which is typically impaired in optic ataxia (e.g., [22-25]).
The cuneus region of the AAL parcellation used in this study was limited anteriorly by the parietooccipital sulcus, which included the putative human homolog of the macaque V6A [30]. Several
studies have shown a functional involvement of the posterior dorsomedial occipito-parietal cortex,
- labeled SPOC (superior parieto-occipital cortex), - in arm reaching movements (e.g., [25-30, 64,
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65]). Moreover, direct anatomical connections between the dorsal occipito-parietal cortex and the
dorsal premotor cortex, - which projects to M1, - have been identified in monkeys using tracing
studies [21]. We found that the activity of the left and right M1 showed a stronger correlation with
the activity of the left cuneus compared to the correlation with the activity of the right cuneus, although this region was structurally spared in both the hemispheres. - - We suggest that the
behavioral impairment in the reaching behavior of the optic ataxia patient to guide movements
toward the left visual field with both hands - (field effect) - could be associated with the weak
functional connectivity of the dorsal occipito-parietal areas of the right hemisphere with the regions
that control the left and right hands, i.e., - M1 right and M1 left, respectively. The long-range impact
of a focal lesion on resting-state functional connectivity measures is an important finding regarding
optic ataxia. The localization of a typical lesion, which is more classically tested by lesion
superimposition methods and lesion-mapping symptoms, has recently drawn the attention of
researchers to the parieto-occipital sulcus instead of the IPS/SPL (e.g., [66]). In this study, we found
that PER’s lesion was in the IPS/SPL, and the parieto-occipital sulcus was structurally intact. Despite
this, the functional network between the cuneus and M1 was biased toward the left hemisphere.
This loss of coherence between the M1s and the cuneus in the right hemisphere showed a strong
association with the impaired performance of the patient in the left visual field.
In this paper, we demonstrated an asymmetry in resting-state functional connectivity within a
patient with a brain lesion. Although our findings were informative, the results could be more
accurate and have greater statistical support if a group of healthy, age-matched controls was
studied simultaneously with the patient. Future studies could, for example, investigate whether the
above-mentioned asymmetries originate from a decrease in intra-hemisphere connectivity in the
lesioned hemisphere and/or an increase in interhemispheric connectivity.
5. Conclusions
In summary, the results of this study demonstrated that the single-case approach proposed here,
- although exploratory and descriptive, - could provide valuable information for future studies that
aim to investigate functional connectivity changes underlying behavioral changes after specific
structural lesions. These results were consistent with those of a previous study, where it was shown
that behavioral deficits were intrinsically related to a loss of coherence in the spontaneous activity
of different functional networks when measured at rest [67]. Measuring the activity within the
resting-state networks is an effective method to obtain information about potential proximal and
distal consequences of the damage to the brain [47]. Finally, due to the uniqueness of lesions, as
well as, their impact on the functional reconfiguration of brain networks, the single-case approach
could be applied to better characterize structure-function relationships [68].
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